TWITTER WAR ROLES

Every group member will contribute to the twitter content, rebuttals, and hash tags.

Judges: The Judges will use the Twitter War evaluation form to evaluate each team's Twitter argument. They will also be required to ask at least one question each that the teams must respond to.

Author: The assigned twitter author for each team will be the only one on that team (Russia or UN) with access to the google Doc and they are the only ones allowed to type.

Outside researcher: The outside researcher should have their laptop/IPad ready to research internet sources outside of the assigned text to help build an argument. They will also be the ones that can find "Appropriate and Relevant Images". They cannot type into the Google Doc (or other forum being used to "tweet"), but they can send those images to the author in who can post them. The outside researcher will need to bookmark all sources used as they can be checked for validity at any time.

Text Experts: There will be two "Text Experts" in each group and they should have the assigned article on digits (IPad or Laptop) or printed out in order to search relevant factual information from the article related to the twitter prompts or for rebuttals to the opposing group.